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Memoirs of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences 1867

citizen science the active participation of the public in scientific research projects is a rapidly expanding field in open science and
open innovation it provides an integrated model of public knowledge production and engagement with science as a growing
worldwide phenomenon it is invigorated by evolving new technologies that connect people easily and effectively with the
scientific community catalysed by citizens wishes to be actively involved in scientific processes as a result of recent societal
trends it also offers contributions to the rise in tertiary education in addition citizen science provides a valuable tool for
citizens to play a more active role in sustainable development this book identifies and explains the role of citizen science within
innovation in science and society and as a vibrant and productive science policy interface the scope of this volume is global
geared towards identifying solutions and lessons to be applied across science practice and policy the chapters consider the
role of citizen science in the context of the wider agenda of open science and open innovation and discuss progress towards
responsible research and innovation two of the most critical aspects of science today

Citizen Science 2018-10-15

recent scandals in the biosciences have highlighted the perils of communicating science leading many observers to ask questions
about the pressures on scientists and the media to hype up claims of scientific breakthroughs journalists science writers and
scientists themselves have to report complex and rapidly developing scientific issues to society yet work within conceptual
and temporal constraints that shape their communication to date there has been little reflection on the ethical implications of
science writing and science communication in an era of rapid change communicating biological sciences discusses the ethics of
science communication in light of recent developments in biotechnology and biomedicine it focuses on the role of metaphors in the
creation of visions and the framing of scientific advances as well as their impact on patterns of public acceptance and
rejection trust and scepticism its rigorous investigation will appeal not only to science writers and scientists but also to
scholars of sociology science and technology studies media and journalism

Communicating Biological Sciences 2016-05-23

dr mich�le barbier is the founder of the private institute for science and ethics the other topic editors declare no competing
interests with regards to the research topic theme

Ocean Sciences and Ethics 2022-10-07

the conservation of cultural artefacts such as buildings works of art and books presents a fascinating rich and diverse
range of scientific challenges and the uk has a high reputation in the field based in large part on past achievements however the
committee s report finds that our national standing is now under threat as the sector is fragmented and under valued and the
dcms has completely failed to grasp the threat to heritage science and thus to conservation the department s emphasis on
widening public access to our cultural heritage is a laudable objective but this policy needs to be balanced by effective
conservation based on sound science if we are to leave a sustainable cultural heritage for the benefit of future generations
the committee also calls on the heritage sector to come together in developing a broad based national strategy for heritage
science to be championed at departmental level by the newly appointed dcms chief scientific adviser and co ordinated
administratively by english heritage drawing on input from all bodies active in the sector including those in scotland wales
and northern ireland

Science and Heritage 2006-11-16

science agriculture and the politics of policy examines the intersections of globalisation technology and politics through a
detailed empirically based examination of agricultural biotechnology in india the focus is on bangalore and karnataka a part
of india which has seen a massive growth in biotech enterprises experimentation with gm cotton and a contested policy debate
about the role biotechnology should play in economic development the book asks what does this new suite of technologies
mean for society for politics and for the way agriculture food and rural livelihoods are thought about can biotech deliver a
second green revolution and so transform agriculture and rescue the countryside and its people from crisis and poverty or is
it more complex than this through a detailed case study the aim of the book is to discuss question and refine these broader
debates locating an understanding of biotechnology firmly within an understanding of society and politics

Science, Agriculture and the Politics of Policy 2006

metaphors for god s time in science and religion examines the exploratory work of metaphors for time in astrophysical
cosmology chaos theory evolutionary biology and neuroscience happel claims that the christian god is intimately involved at
every level of physical and biological science he compares how scientists and theologians both generate stories metaphors and
symbols about the universe and asks who is the god who invents me

Metaphors for God's Time in Science and Religion 2016-05-20

providing case study analyses of the politics of science in and around the international polar year of 2007 2008 this volume
makes a distinct contribution to ongoing research focusing on the relationship between science international politics law and
history the contributors combine both interdisciplinary and multi theoretical approaches to engage directly with the most
recent debates in international relations scholarship to include discussions of arctic climate change governance issues
reflections on the antarctic treaty and the science geopolitics interface amongst others this is the first comprehensive
account to look explicitly at the relationship between global politics and science through an account of the international
polar years

The American Journal of Science 1840

william stimpson was at the forefront of the american natural history community in the latter half of the nineteenth century
stimpson displayed an early affinity for the sea and natural history and after completing an apprenticeship with famed
naturalist louis agassiz he became one of the first professionally trained naturalists in the united states in 1852 twenty
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year old stimpson was appointed naturalist of the united states north pacific exploring expedition where he collected and
classified hundreds of marine animals upon his return he joined renowned naturalist spencer f baird at the smithsonian institution
to create its department of invertebrate zoology he also founded and led the irreverent and fun loving megatherium club which
included many notable naturalists in 1865 stimpson focused on turning the chicago academy of sciences into one of the
largest and most important museums in the country tragically the museum was destroyed in the great chicago fire of 1871
and stimpson died of tuberculosis soon after before he could restore his scientific legacy this first ever biography of william
stimpson situates his work in the context of his time as one of few to collaborate with both agassiz and baird stimpson s life
provides insight into the men who shaped a generation of naturalists the last before intense specialization caused naturalists
to give way to biologists historians of science and general readers interested in biographies science and history will enjoy this
compelling biography

American Journal of Science and Arts 1840

modern science communication has emerged in the twentieth century as a field of study a body of practice and a profession and
it is a practice with deep historical roots we have seen the birth of interactive science centres the first university actions in
teaching and conducting research and a sharp growth in employment of science communicators this collection charts the
emergence of modern science communication across the world this is the first volume to map investment around the globe in
science centres university courses and research publications and conferences as well as tell the national stories of science
communication how did it all begin how has development varied from one country to another what motivated governments
institutions and people to see science communication as an answer to questions of the social place of science communicating
science describes the pathways followed by 39 different countries all continents and many cultures are represented for some
countries this is the first time that their science communication story has been told

Legacies and Change in Polar Sciences 2016-04-22

science affects us all in the words of albert einstein the whole of science is nothing more than a refinement of everyday thinking
it is therefore fascinating to discover the thoughts of scientists philosophers humanists poets theologians politicians and
other miscellaneous mortals on this most important of subjects a dictionary of scientific quotations is a personal selection
of scientific quotations by professor alan l mackay that includes graffiti lines of song proverbs and poetry whether you
believe that all problems are finally scientific problems george bernard shaw or that imagination is more important than
knowledge einstein it is without doubt that it is a good thing for an uneducated man to read books of quotations churchill
you will be charmed and delighted by this collection and remember why said the dodo the best way to explain it is to do it alice
in wonderland lewis carroll

William Stimpson and the Golden Age of American Natural History 2018-06-19

historians of the postwar transformation of science have focused largely on the physical sciences especially the relation of
science to the military funding agencies in shaping biology toby a appel brings attention to the national science foundation and
federal patronage of the biological sciences scientists by training nsf biologists hoped in the 1950s that the new agency
would become the federal government s chief patron for basic research in biology the only agency to fund the entire range of
biology from molecules to natural history museums for its own sake appel traces how this vision emerged and developed over
the next two and a half decades from the activities of nsf s division of biological and medical sciences founded in 1952
through the cold war expansion of the 1950s and 1960s and the constraints of the vietnam war era to its reorganization
out of existence in 1975 this history of nsf highlights fundamental tensions in science policy that remain relevant today the
pull between basic and applied science funding individuals versus funding departments or institutions elitism versus distributive
policies of funding issues of red tape and accountability in this nsf funded study appel explores how the agency developed how
it worked and what difference it made in shaping modern biology in the united states based on formerly untapped archival
sources as well as on interviews of participants and building upon prior historical literature shaping biology covers new
ground and raises significant issues for further research on postwar biology and on federal funding of science in general

Communicating Science 2020-09-14

master data analytics hands on by solving fascinating problems you ll actually enjoy harvard business review recently
called data science the sexiest job of the 21st century it s not just sexy for millions of managers analysts and students who
need to solve real business problems it s indispensable unfortunately there s been nothing easy about learning data science
until now getting started with data science takes its inspiration from worldwide best sellers like freakonomics and malcolm
gladwell s outliers it teaches through a powerful narrative packed with unforgettable stories murtaza haider offers
informative jargon free coverage of basic theory and technique backed with plenty of vivid examples and hands on practice
opportunities everything s software and platform agnostic so you can learn data science whether you work with r stata
spss or sas best of all haider teaches a crucial skillset most data science books ignore how to tell powerful stories using
graphics and tables every chapter is built around real research challenges so you ll always know why you re doing what
you re doing you ll master data science by answering fascinating questions such as are religious individuals more or less
likely to have extramarital affairs do attractive professors get better teaching evaluations does the higher price of
cigarettes deter smoking what determines housing prices more lot size or the number of bedrooms how do teenagers and older
people differ in the way they use social media who is more likely to use online dating services why do some purchase iphones and
others blackberry devices does the presence of children influence a family s spending on alcohol for each problem you ll walk
through defining your question and the answers you ll need exploring how others have approached similar challenges selecting
your data and methods generating your statistics organizing your report and telling your story throughout the focus is
squarely on what matters most transforming data into insights that are clear accurate and can be acted upon

A Dictionary of Scientific Quotations 1991-01-01

foreign capital and free trade policies have provoked fierce conflicts in south america in recent years people in colombia and
peru engaged in often violent clashes to defend their livelihoods against the encroachments of the free market and the
impositions of wall street farmers organized to save their lands from foreign mining corporations and cities fought to save
their water from contamination native americans blocked highways to preserve ancestral lands while students paralyzed
universities and called for reforms to higher education the shift toward socialism in venezuela led by president hugo ch�vez
was bitterly opposed by privileged groups governments tried to quell the turmoil through repression political maneuvering
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and propaganda this book provides a dramatic account of the struggles

Shaping Biology 2003-04-30

this book offers intriguing philosophical inquiries into biotechnological art and the life sciences addressing their convergences
as well as their epistemic and functional divergences rooted on a thorough understanding of the history of philosophy this
work builds on critical and ontological thought to interpret the concept of life that underscores first hand dealings with
matter and experimentation the book breaks new ground on the issue of animality and delivers fresh posthumanist perspectives
on the topics addressed the authors embark on a deep ontological probe of the concept of medium as communication bridging and
life bearing they also take on the concept of performativity as biotechnological art the book includes concrete well
documented case studies and shows how certain narratives and practices directly impact ideas surrounding science and
technologies it will interest philosophers in art and technology aesthetics ontology and the life sciences it will also engage
art practitioners in art and science curators and researchers

Nuclear Science Abstracts 1968-04

chickens are now the most scientifically engineered of livestock how have the methods used by geneticists differed from those
employed by domestic breeders over time art and science in breeding details the relationship between farm practices and
agricultural genetics in poultry breeding from 1850 to 1960 margaret e derry traces the history and organization of chicken
breeding in north america from craft approaches and breeding as an art to the conflicts that had emerged between traditional
and scientific methods by the 1940s derry assesses links between the scientific revolution of chicken farming and the
development of corporate breeding as a modern international industry using poultry as a case study for the wider narrative
of agricultural genetics art and science in breeding adds considerable knowledge to a rapidly growing field of inquiry

Getting Started with Data Science 2015-12-14

this biography probes the unusual mind the dramatic life and the outstanding scientific work of danish born immunologist niels
jerne 1911 1994 jerne s nobel prize winning achievements in the field of immunology place him in the pantheon of great twentieth
century biomedical theorists yet his life is perhaps even more interesting than his science science as autobiography tells jerne s
story weaving together a narrative of his life experiences emotional life and extraordinarily creative scientific work a
legendary figure who preferred an afternoon of conversation in a paris wine bar to work in the laboratory jerne was renowned
for his unparalleled powers of concentration and analytical keenness as well as his dissonant personal life the book explores
jerne the man and scientist making the fascinating argument that his life experience and view of himself became a metaphorical
resource for the construction of his theories the book also probes the moral issues that surrounded jerne s choice to sacrifice
his family in favor of scientific goals and the pursuit of excellence

The American Journal of Science 1896

in this 1989 volume the australian academy of science celebrates and assesses two centuries of australian science

The American Journal of Science and Arts 1870

over the last decade or so the field of science and technology studies sts has become an intellectually dynamic
interdisciplinary arena concepts methods and theoretical perspectives are being drawn both from long established and
relatively young disciplines from its origins in philosophical and political debates about the creation and use of scientific
knowledge sts has become a wide and deep space for the consideration of the place of science and technology in the world past
and present the routledge handbook of science technology and society seeks to capture the dynamism and breadth of the field
by presenting work that pushes the reader to think about science and technology and their intersections with social life in new
ways the interdisciplinary contributions by international experts in this handbook are organized around six topic areas
embodiment consuming technoscience digitization environments science as work rules and standards this volume highlights a
range of theoretical and empirical approaches to some of the persistent and new questions in the field it will be useful for
students and scholars throughout the social sciences and humanities including in science and technology studies history
geography critical race studies sociology communications women s and gender studies anthropology and political science

Free Trade and Social Conflict in Colombia, Peru and Venezuela 2016-08-26

spatial modeling in gis and r for earth and environmental sciences offers an integrated approach to spatial modelling using
both gis and r given the importance of geographical information systems and geostatistics across a variety of applications in
earth and environmental science a clear link between gis and open source software is essential for the study of spatial objects
or phenomena that occur in the real world and facilitate problem solving organized into clear sections on applications and
using case studies the book helps researchers to more quickly understand gis data and formulate more complex conclusions
the book is the first reference to provide methods and applications for combining the use of r and gis in modeling spatial
processes it is an essential tool for students and researchers in earth and environmental science especially those looking to
better utilize gis and spatial modeling offers a clear interdisciplinary guide to serve researchers in a variety of fields including
hazards land surveying remote sensing cartography geophysics geology natural resources environment and geography provides
an overview methods and case studies for each application expresses concepts and methods at an appropriate level for both
students and new users to learn by example

National Science Foundation Legislation, 1975 1975

along with the political and economic reforms that have characterized the post mao era in china there has been a potentially
revolutionary change in chinese science and technology here sixteen scholars examine various facets of the current science and
technology scene comparing it with the past and speculating about future trends two chapters dealing with science under the
nationalists and under mao are followed by a section of extensive analysis of reforms under deng xiaoping focusing on the
organizational system the use of human resources and the emerging response to market forces chapters dealing with changes in
medical care agriculture and military research and development demonstrate how these reforms have affected specific areas
during the chinese shift away from party orthodoxy and maoist populism toward professional expertise as the guiding principle
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in science and technology three further chapters deal with china s interface with the world at large in the process of
technology transfer both the introductory and concluding chapters describe the tension between the chinese communist party
structure with its inclinations toward strict vertical control and the scientific and technological community s need for a
free flow of information across organizational disciplinary and national boundaries

Through the Scope of Life 2023-06-28

first published in 2005 this book represents the first full length biography of john phillips one of the most remarkable and
important scientists of the victorian period adopting a broad chronological approach this book not only traces the
development of phillips career but clarifies and highlights his role within victorian culture shedding light on many wider themes
it explores how phillips love of science was inseparable from his need to earn a living and develop a career which could sustain
him hence questions of power authority reputation and patronage were central to phillips career and scientific work drawing
on a wealth of primary sources and a rich body of recent writings on victorian science this biography brings together his
personal story with the scientific theories and developments of the day and fixes them firmly within the context of wider
society

Reviews of Data on Science Resources 1964

humanity will have to cope with many problems in the coming decades for instance the world population is likely grow to to 8
8 billion people by 2035 also changing climate conditions are negatively affecting the livelihoods of millions of people in
particular environmental disasters are causing substantial damages to properties from a social perspective the inequalities
between rich and poor nations are becoming even deeper and in many countries conflicts between national and international
interest groups are intensifying the above state of affairs suggest that a broader understanding of the trends which may lead
to a more sustainable world is needed especially those which may pave the way for future developments in other words we
need to pave the way for sustainable futures consistent with this reality the proposed encyclopedia of sustainability futures
aims to identify document and disseminate ideas experiences and visions from scientists member of nongovernmental organisations
decision makers industry representatives and citizens on themes and issues which will be important in pursuing sustainable
future scenarios in particular the publication will focus on scientific aspects as well as on social and economic ones also
considering matters related to financing and infra structures which are important in pursuing a sustainable future the
encyclopedia of sustainability futures will involve the contributing authors in line with theprinciple of co generation from
across a wide range of disciplines e g education and social sciences natural sciences engineering the arts languages etc with
papers adopting a long term sustainability perspective with a time horizon until 2050 the focus will be on themes which are
felt as important in the future and the chapters are expected to interest and motivate a world audience this book is part of
the 100 papers to accelerate the implementation of the un sustainable development goals initiative

Art and Science in Breeding 2012-01-21

to je zelo dolgo�asna knjiga tako kot slovar vsebuje samo dejstva dejstva ki jih ni mogo�e najti drugje ljudje ki so pomembni za
preu�evanje jam in krasa so znani po tem kaj so po�eli kaj so napisali in na koga so vplivali toda ve�krat o njih poznamo zgolj
ime morda o nekaterih vemo tudi kaj ve� med njimi so kralji romanopisci ali zdravniki nekateri denimo darwin ali freud so svet celo
spremenili toda ve�inoma so imeli le neizstopajo�e normalno �ivljenje med katerim so tudi raziskovali preu�evali ali pisali o
jamah to so tista �ivljenja o katerih je te�ko najti kaj ve� v knjigi je 4634 gesel ki vsebujejo podatke iz rojstnih listov osmrtnic
neobjavljenih pisem in omembe drugih ljudi �ele ta �ir�i pogled iz njih naredi prave ljudi v nekaterih primerih je bilo njihovo zanimanje
za jame del njihovega poklicnega �ivljenja v mnogih drugih le spodbuda in sprostitev v sicer napornem �ivljenju toda v vsakem
primeru so ista oseba in isti mo�gani u�ivali oboje in oboje ju je osebnostno izoblikovalo razumemo jih lahko le s pomo�jo tukaj
zbranih bibliografskih virov

Bibliography of Reports by the National Academy of Sciences, 1945-1985 1986

tracing the movement during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries schoepflin illuminates its struggle for existence
against the efforts of organized american medicine to curtail its activities

Science as Autobiography 2008-10-01

the focus of this study is on dutch antarctic policy in order to explain dutch antarctic policy from the late 1950s until
1990 and to place it in a broader context dutch policy will be compared with the antarctic policies of belgium and germany
federal republic of germany frg in the same period 6 the comparison offers insights into the functioning of the ats and into the
roles if any of the three countries in this international regime in the period under investigation this adds another central
question to this research how does dutch antarctic policy compare with the belgian and german antarctic policies in the same
period

Report ... Of The British Association For The Advancement Of Science 1865

this comprehensive reference work provides immediate fingertip access to state of the art technology in nearly 700 self
contained articles written by over 900 international authorities each article in the encyclopedia features current
developments and trends in computers software vendors and applications extensive bibliographies of leading figures in the field
such as samuel alexander john von neumann and norbert wiener and in depth analysis of future directions

Australian Science in the Making 1990-09-28

between 1945 and 1970 canada s department of national defence sponsored scientific research into the myriad challenges of
military operations in cold regions to understand and overcome the impediments of the country s cold climate scientists
studied cold weather acclimatization hypothermia frostbite and psychological morale for soldiers assigned to active duty in
northern canada frontier science investigates the history of military science in northern canada during this period of the cold
war highlighting the consequences of government funded research for humans and nature alike the book reveals how under the
guise of environmental protection research the canadian military sprayed pesticides to clear bushed areas used radioactive
substances to investigate vector borne diseases pursued race based theories of cold tolerance and enabled wide ranging tests
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of newly developed weapons and equipment in arguing that military research in northern canada was a product of the cold
war matthew s wiseman tackles questions of government power scientific authority and medical and environmental research
ethics based on a long and deep pursuit of declassified records archival sources and oral testimony frontier science is a
fascinating new history of military approaches to the human nature relationship

Routledge Handbook of Science, Technology, and Society 2014-06-05

Spatial Modeling in GIS and R for Earth and Environmental Sciences 2019-01-18

Science and Technology in Post-Mao China 1989

Routledge Revivals: John Phillips and the Business of Victorian Science (2005)
2016-10-04

Handbook of Sustainability Science in the Future 2023-08-14

Annual Research Progress Report - US Army Institute of Surgical Research 1989

A Biographical Bibliography. Explorers, Scientists & Visitors In the World's Karst
852 BC to the Present 1982

A Patron for Pure Science 2003

Christian Science on Trial 2009

Antarctic Policymaking and Science in the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany
(1957-1990) 2021-06-23

Encyclopedia of Computer Science and Technology 2024-03-26

Frontier Science 1972

Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports
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